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READING REQUIREMENTS  

A Message from Jillaine - I am an Intuitive Channel and can access the Soul, Angels, Spirit Guides, 

your Higher Self, Animals, and the Departed Spirits of Loved Ones.  Please allow me to help you with 

intuitive guidance, spiritual channeling, grief counseling, and life coaching to bring you a brighter 

tomorrow.  My readings offer an immense amount of healing and the communication once again 

with those in Spirit.  You will be touched by these loving messages, guidance and support.  Your 

departed loved ones want nothing more than to make a connection with you to bring you peace. 

NOTE: If this reading is for another person, please advise me otherwise the reading will be for 

YOU, the payor, and not the person it is intended for in the reading. I open up my psychic senses 

to the purchaser.  You can be vague ((i.e. this session is for my friend Shannon or Brother Bob).   

EXTRA FEES: Devote your session to no interruptions and do not answer phone calls, texts, or check 

your emails.  CHECK MICROPHONES.  Do not have other people/animals/children or music playing 

in the room and interruptions. DO NOT drive or operate machinery during your session. Do not be 

under the influence of alcohol, drugs, mind altering medication or illegal substances. Please keep 

your video device or phone in a stationary position. Your session should not be done when you are 

in a state of anger, negativity or volatility.   You ARE NOT allowed to control who steps forward in 

Spirit.  This causes a BLOCK of energy for me to read you properly & breaks down spirit 

communication & my concentration.  CLIENTS WITH ANY OF THESE ABOVE CONDITIONS will 

result in your reading being ENDED early with a $65 NON-REFUNDABLE FEE and ONLY the 

remaining time on the clock being refunded. SAME DAY MISSED APPOINTMENTS WILL NOT 

RECEIVE A REFUND & WE WILL KEEP THE ENTIRE PREPAID AMOUNT.  In all of these instances, 

YOUR SESSION WILL NOT be rescheduled.  This statement is required due to the actions of clients in 

the past.  We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone due to the above issues, a conflict of 

interest, scheduling & time constraints or for reasons beyond the scope of our capabilities.   

SESSIONS WILL NOT GO OVER ON TIME: Your session is scheduled for its allotted time and 
will not go over, even if one promises to pay.  This overage of time creates LATE appointments for 
clients after you. IF YOU ARE LATE for your session it may need shortened and you will not be 

refunded for the lost time.  No exceptions.  Scheduling additional or follow up sessions can be done on the 
BOOK NOW blue button located at www.jillaineamarie.com.   
 
HOW I WORK WITH SPIRIT -Spirit Guides, Guardian Angels and the Souls of your depart loved ones 

start establishing communication with MY SENSES prior to your reading.  I receive validations that 

should resound with you. This is through a process called a 'psychic opening’.   Popular mediums on 

television use a form of automatic writing to 'take notes' of the little fragments of information 

intuitively guided by spirit 'sometimes hours or days' before the client arrives. This is MY PROCESS 

and I begin 10 minutes before you arrive to start resounding with Spiritual Energy and the Higher 

Realms of the Divine Light of God.  You receive more guidance than the average reading because I 

start with a jam-packed session. Once this is established, the Soul will open up conversationally with 

YOU.  These valuable messages, insight and memories are just for you and far too many to 

remember if not written!  I rely on what I see, hear, feel and sense from the divine realms. This 

process will be explained in the beginning of your session.  CLIENTS MUST READ AND WE 

WILL ADHERE TO Reading Requirements & Information which showcases how I work with energy and what 

to expect in the various types of sessions.  There are rules we will follow through the reading process.   
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SPIRIT RULES - 1) Psychic Mediums cannot control who will step forward to speak to you in 

Spirit.  You must HONOR this process.  I know & understand the importance of making 

connections with WHO you wish to speak with once again.  I will allow time halfway through your 

reading for us to TRY to speak to those most important to you.  Combo sessions are already cut in 

half and therefore we will speak to who is presenting in Soul (as the extra time is allocated towards 

the psychic portion of your reading).  Clients cannot control the reading by discarding who is 

presenting in Spirit or instructing me to have them ‘go away’.  No Medium can predict who steps 

through in Spirit or RUSH this delicate process.  THE SPIRITUAL REALMS CONTROL THE SOULS 

WHO STEP FORWARD AND WE WILL HONOR THIS BEAUTIFUL PROCESS.  Healing has been 

unveiled by the least expected Souls revealing ancestorial knowledge and eye-opening history.                                      

2) Souls must resound with my energy and yours.  The life of a shy soul will be a very subtle, less 

validating and step back.  A more vibrant person or talker will be the GATEKEEPER to piggy back in 

other, quieter Souls or children.  Mediums cannot control Souls.  If you have a large number of Souls 

on the other side, it can take several readings to communicate with them all.                               

3) The Soul may not be able to communicate. Earthbound souls, newly passed souls, suicides, 

murder, traumatic deaths and even the living not willing to release the deceased can lock them to 

earth. This creates a huge barrier for communication for any medium because they are in a state of 

confusion and not in a state of consciousness.  They have not learned afterlife communication 

because they are tethered here to earth.   If a Soul has not crossed over, I will help Souls with this 

process at the end of my day.  This is RARE but DOES HAPPEN where communication will be very 

slow or unavailable.  They are unaware of this NEW language structure.  You may want to do a 

follow up session after this transition so the newly transferred soul can communicate with us.  This 

happens once in every 100 to 150 readings. BUT IT DOES HAPPEN.                                                                                                                                                 

4) IF YOU have a special request from a difficult passing, unknown suicide, murder, traumatic death, 

or missing person’s case you MUST email me prior to your reading at info@jillainemarie.com. I will 

do a Specialized Remote Viewing Reading of the energy.  In these cases, I use an automatic writing 

technique surrounding this event along with a photograph and/or first name only.  THESE types of 

readings are by request only and have been done throughout my career with law enforcement and 

families. You must be able to validate the information and know (or have someone who knows) a 

significant amount of information about the person.  This is also used for haunted properties or 

paranormal energy viewings due to the 150 or more reasons activity can be taking place.  

5) The Soul must be ready to talk about sensitive information you may not be ready to hear and 

process properly.  Souls of the white light (in the afterlife of the higher dimensions) can read your 

thoughts telepathically. They will not discuss matters in detail until you are able to understand 

them and ready to properly heal.  For example:  The Soul of my Father would not speak about his 

passing in detail with me OR ANY MEDIUM for over 10 years due to the pain and trauma it caused 

me.  He was not ready until I was in a state of acceptance and surrender from a spiritual 

understanding; not through the lens of my physical and earthly eyes.  

6) Souls need enough time to make a proper connection with me.  They may step back and allow 

another, more pertinent, advanced soul to communicate first.  I will begin our session with the 

primary, stronger and possible ancestral spirits to step forward.  They will be the catalyst for shyer 

or newer souls to piggy back together. About halfway through the reading, I will ask you if there is 

anyone else in spirit you would like to speak too.  Souls do not have a voice box like you and I.  

mailto:Info@jillainemarie.com
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Communication is quite complex and based on silent scenes, words, symbols, feelings and intuitive 

perception. In one reading I can have over 150 symbols.   An average reading will have two to three 

souls step forward.  A combo reading cuts this in half.    

7) A majority of national mediums on television today work exclusively with white light energies.  A 

white light energy is a soul who has transitioned to the white light and other side, processed their 

life review and their Soul contract has been completed.  They are in a state of consciousness where 

they can read your mind telepathically.  National Mediums who work with only white light energies, 

like myself, have had Souls who are not able or willing to effectively communicate. Any other 

interpretation of this is untrue.  Earthbound Souls have not crossed over which is a large barrier.   I 

have been to over 15 NATIONAL LIVE READ MEDIUM EVENTS and this happens to everyone.   Over 

99% of the time, I can ask & speak for ANY SOUL you want to step forward to give validations. A 

majority of Mediums cannot use this technique.  We must have the time to communicate.  

8) Made for TV and reality television shows are highly edited. One popular medium is on-site for 

four hours for one reading; cutting, re-filming and editing to get the perfect shot.  It comes down to 

a six-minute segment with 6 weeks notification prior to filming.  Producers know the person’s story 

in detail.  What you are seeing is not always the full picture.  Older shows from the 1990's and 

2000's era along with several on television now ARE VERY accurate and not edited in a way to 

remove the realness of the show and authenticity of the readings.   

9) An average of two to three Souls will come forward in a one hour reading.  Upon your arrival, I 

have already started establishing communication with the Soul, receiving validations of who they are 

or how they are related to you.  You can ask some questions but Spirit is ALWAYS in charge & knows 

our telepathic thoughts; many times, answering what is on your mind before you have asked. If 

trauma was sustained over the years, a mediumship session may be emotionally based for a client, 

rather than evidential based.  This is to facilitate healing and enlightenment for your growth. 

Sessions are always facilitated by the Souls intention & directed by them.  The Souls of your passed 

loved ones know you best and SPIRIT IS IN CHARGE of the session.   I am the facilitator of these 

messages.  

10) Again, in the case of unexplained death, murder, suicide, difficult or a complicated passing, 

I must walk through it step by step with Spirit.  This is to gain valuable insight which can take up 

the majority of your session.   It's explained to me scene by scene, much like a movie, gathering bit 

by bit to see the whole picture. Spirit must be willing to speak in depth about their passing.  At 

times they will not allow this to try and shield you from sorrow.  I have found at times it can be 

generalized and in a later reading, it will be revealed in depth.  

11) It is this spiritual guidance that gives you the valuable tools to improve today, address 

important issues left unsaid, honor emotional healing for you and assist in the grief process.   These 

very direct messages can assist you with your life's purpose, offer clarity, insight, healing and 

hope.  This can eliminate fear, stress and sadness.  I am honored to offer you powerful messages 

ensuring you of the SOULS still here with you providing comfort, love, and support.  

Mediumship Readings - Spirit is around you & a natural part of your daily life. They are beside you, 

illuminating you with joy, light, & love. No relationship ends with physical death. In mediumship 

sessions, there is a divine balance of a resounding to their energetic field to have conversations with 

you once again. I create an open door to access my aura & psychic centers to communicate, listen, & 

orchestrate their messages. Readings will contain some of the following:  evidence of life including *  
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personality traits * mannerisms * favorite activities * interests * physical descriptions * funny quirks 

* career * significant items * type of passing * health issues * emotional state* hobbies & collections 

* popular phrases used * significant songs or music * events after passing * situations after their 

passing * events from your life * vacations * geographical locations.  Events going back to the 

childhood may be revealed. If there was relationship trauma, your Mediumship reading may be more 

emotionally based to heal.  In 2022, Mediumship sessions are for one person only due to time 

constraints (unless you are a current client who is grandfathered in).  The new 65 minute, three 

person mediumship is for family members (NOT friends) to share in the experience.  I cannot 

actively speak with four souls, address three people separately plus there kids for personal 

messages in 60 or 65 minutes.  You MUST order a 90 minute or 2 hours Group Reading for 

addressing multiple parties who are friends and/or family to receive a good reading.   

It is unique, purposeful, individualized and an outpouring of love. Many times the whole personality 

and phrases are used by your beloved. This is a spiritual exchange of energy. Validations are life-

changing to redirect your happiness.  If there is emotional heartache needing addressed, Spirit will 

take this time to bring you peace & clarification.  Clients leave with a new lease on life and spring in 

their step knowing our departed loved ones resound with our heart and mind.  Spirit may even 

discuss their life dating back to their childhood.  They can recall any memory which will tie to a 

significance in your life today.                                                                                                  

Unknown or Complicated Passings:  Spirit will walk me through their physical death step by step 

which will take a larger part of the session.  This is to be authentic with the Soul so they can discuss 

it more in detail with you to find peace and understanding of their final departure to their spiritual 

home.  By understanding it is their story to share you allow the process of healing to begin. 

 

Psychic, Loving Relationships and Life Coaching Readings are lovingly guided by accessing your 

energetic field through your Guardian Angels to help you in your life, career, relationships, finances 

and more.  THEY CAN ALSO BE VERY EMOTIONAL AND IMPACT DRIVEN. THE EVOLVED SOUL 

WANTS TO RELEASE ANY PAIN THEY CAUSED YOU. This world can be hard to navigate. 

Connection with your true higher self at the Soul level aligns you to the Source of God and your 

divine nature. Relationships, truth and love are the catalysts for growing, evolving and living a free 

and happy life. Starting with self-love we can begin to look at emotional blockages, eating disorders, 

family or relationship karma, limited beliefs, fear connections, negativity, and/or outdated patterns. 

Validations are given to move and navigate through sessions creating an exchange of how best to 

serve your well-being for a vibrant and fulfilling future.  I MUST have time to connect and read your 

energy and it's not always a yes or no answer.  Life has many variables. At times I will pull a card to 

validate the mirage of symbols I receive during our time together.   

 

It is vital you have trust, openness and honesty in the process or it will affect the accuracy and 

outcome of your reading.  Most are fun, energetic displays of your amazing personality traits.  A 

psychic reading will be revealing in unlocking issues of addiction, passivity, childhood belief 

systems, religious conditioning, projecting, self-sabotage, life lessons, limited beliefs, guilt, grief, 

anger, betrayal, lower vibrational energy, chemistry body changes affecting intimacy, subconscious 

thoughts, self-esteem, victimization, self-love, martyrs, control, oppression, depression, family 

conditioning, karmic ties, past life ties, generational curses, balance, trauma, self harm, abuse, 

healing, conscious thought patterns, reciprocal relationships, drama, mental cognition or disease,  
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negative energy, anxiety, boundary setting, cause and effect, patterned behavior, sensitivities, 

medical conditions preventing growth, DNA and blood line correlation, cleansing and clearing 

techniques, power & control, fear connections, emotional dependency, and much more.  I am only 

here to help you but you must be receptive to assistance from Spirit.  WE must work through the 

block to get you to a life of abundance and joy. 

LINKS FOR VIDEO READINGS & INSTRUCTIONS TO FOLLOW IN A SEPARATE EMAIL (CHECK SPAM FOLDER).   
ZOOM Instructions – How to join a Zoom meeting on desktop by downloading the app here to your MAC or computer PC and set 
up a FREE account here:  https://zoom.us/download 
1 - Download the Zoom desktop app on your Mac or PC. 
2 - Open the Zoom app. 
3 - Click join a meeting. 
4 - Enter the meeting ID (ABOVE) and your name, and set audio/video permissions. 
 
GOOGLE MEET Instructions – How to join a Google Meet session 
1) If using on your laptop or computer then no download is required.   
2) If using on your Phone or IPad, download the Google Meet app here or at the PLAY STORE:    
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.meetings&hl=e n_US&gl=US 
3)  Five minutes before our session starts you will open this email. It may ask you for the meeting code ID which you would enter 
(example.. abc-defg-hij) which is located under the BLUE BUTTON.   
4) Click the all BLUE JOIN WITH GOOGLE MEET button which is in this email.  
5) When the video shows up on your screen click JOIN VIDEO and wait for me to join.  
6)  Allow permission by clicking ALLOW so I can see you.  The video then starts. Make sure your computer speakers and audio are 
on.   

 

PHONE Instructions – FIRST TIME CLIENTS PLEASE DO VIDEO OR IN PERSON SESSSIONS 
I will call you from my office phone of 636-757-3023 on the date and time of your appointment by using 
the number listed with your payment. If there is another number you wish for me use, please email me at 

info@jillainemarie.com.  PHONE SESSIONS ARE FOR 1 PERSON ONLY.  Otherwise, you must 

pick an in person session in my office, by Zoom or Google.  Phone sessions will not be completed with 

multiple parties on the line.    

 

IN PERSON Instructions –  

Masks will be required and provided by me for your session in the waiting room outside my office and 

vaccination cards must be emailed prior to your session.  This can be at any time of the year or even flu 

season when germs are widely spread.  Proper sanitation takes place after each in person client.  Please 
wait in the seating area and I will come out to get you.   

  
Office of Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC – 1475 Fairgrounds Road, Suite 106, St. Charles, MO 63301 
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DIGITAL COPIES OF YOUR SESSION - A Digital Copy of your session is provided to you (and 

only you) the recipient of the session. It will be held and accessible in the email for ONLY 30 

DAYS.    You should download it immediately for safekeeping. It may ask for PERMISSION TO 

ACCESS THE FILE so please only request this once.  AFTER 30 DAYS IT IS ARCHIVED AND 

THERE IS A $10 CHARGE FOR THE 2ND EMAIL DIGITAL COPY OR FOR A CD / USB COPY 

MAILED TO THE PARTICIPANT. Anyone wanting a digital copy who WAS NOT in attendance are 
$10 each NO EXCEPTIONS AND IS UP TO OUR DISCECION IF WE SEND IT.  This is due to 

legalities, sensitive materials contained in a session & to protect your privacy and mine.  Clients have 
requested up to 10 copies of a session to be forwarded which is laborious.  If you want copies sent to other 

people who did not attend the session, please PAY and send me an email.  They will be required to sign 
and honor my legal disclaimer, for archival and research storage fees (due to volume disc space and 

sorting) which and are not to be remanufactured, shared or uploaded online anywhere (or legal action will 
follow).  The $10 fee is for digital storage fees, email setup, and time to transfer the digital file. Fees are 

subject to change at any time. PREPAY 

HERE:  https://jillainemarie.com/store/p93/Digital_Copy_of_Your_Session.html 

 

CANCELLATIONS & FEES - Please allow 24 hours advance notice if you need to change or reschedule 

your appointment.  A $35 to $65 fee will apply for changed, missed or rescheduled appointments 

depending on the level of notification or with a 24 hour or more notice (No Exceptions).  SAME DAY 

MISSED APPOINTMENTS OR THOSE WITHOUT NOTICE WILL NOT BE REFUNDED OR 

RESCHEDULED AND WE WILL KEEP THE ENTIRE PREPAID FULL APPOINTMENT FEE.     
Due to scheduling, even with a 24 hour notice to change the appointment, your session may or may not be 
rescheduled and fees will still apply. This would only be in the case of a very backlogged schedule.   There 

will be no refunds given on sessions, so please book with care. Rarely but on occasion, Jillaine Marie 
MAY need to cancel, refund or reschedule YOUR SESSION due to illness, emergency, or unforeseen 

circumstances.   Your session is scheduled for its allotted time and will not go over due to clients 
scheduled after you. 

 
Please call 636-757-3023 or email me at info@jillainemarie.com if you have questions or need more 
information prior to a reading.  I look forward to honoring this beautiful process. 

Blessings & Love, 

Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC 

 
By agreeing to use the services of Jillaine Marie, Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC, Majestic Harmony and all co-workers, affiliates and 

practitioners, you agree that you have read and understand that "all information is subject to the service recipient’s 

interpretation.  Jillaine Marie, Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC, Majestic Harmony and all co-workers, affiliates and practitioners will not 

be held accountable for any interpretations or decisions made by clients based on information provided during readings or any other 

services."  All information and/or advice given to you by Jillaine Marie, Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC, Majestic Harmony and all co-

workers, affiliates and practitioners does not and is not a substitute for any medical, legal or financial advice given to you by any qualified 

professional. You must be 18 years of age, or have written consent from a parent or legal guardian or they must be in attendance with 

you.  By agreeing to this scheduled appointment and/or services rendered by  Jillaine Marie, Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC, Majestic 

Harmony and all co-workers, affiliates and practitioners , it is your electronic signature that you acknowledge, read and agreed to the 

terms and understand the following statement "Except in the case of gross negligence or malpractice, you or your representative(s) agree 

to fully release and hold harmless Jillaine Marie, Jillaine Marie Psychic Medium LLC, Majestic Harmony and all co-workers, affiliates and 

practitioners  from and against any and all claims or liability of whatsoever kind or nature arising out of or in connection with my 

session(s).” In addition, you understand and agree to the following statement, “a copy of my reading(s) both past and future, are for 

personal use only and I will not   forward this email & a copy of your reading, alter, alter, manufacture or copy my reading to play on 

television, radio, internet, social media, youtube, or any other electronic, social or mass communication means for any purposes 

whatsoever”. 
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